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Hseamless access to their 
digital lives, material 

that exude traits and produce 

the scenes, operations, IT, 
and other professionals or-

everyone’s needs.

COMPLEXITY

Investment in technology fo-

new insights and better processes. For wealth management 

the family engaged and meets the needs of tech-savvy family 

a rapidly expanding software landscape where portfolio man-

behavior analytics, etc., are becoming more specialized and 
interconnected. At the same time, the number of solution  
categories and the competition within each is increasing.

pace of change disrupt our progress when complexity gets 
 

resources are available for everything else.

Complexity is less a computable function than a human expe-
rience resulting from the limits of our ability to appreciate the 

-

output is the emergent behavior we call thought). Computer 
systems are straightforward compared to brains, but not solely 

-

governing software. 

Systems are becoming less predictable as they become more 

ChatGPT and 
, when their behavior appears creative, even their  

developers can be surprised by the results. 

NEW MODEL CLIENT PLATFORMS

Systems of interconnected components that include ones with 

 
simplify. For example:

 are easier to integrate and isolate when problems arise.
 Compartmentalising sets of features avoid redundancies  

 and side effects. 

 to reverberate through enterprise and client populations. To  

tools to help measure whether we are achieving our goals. 

 

The need for enhanced security and privacy seems evident in 
-

 End-to-end encryption should be standard. Transport layer  
 security should use the latest releases. Encryption at rest  

 
 standards-based algorithms. 

TECHNOLOGY TRAPS WEALTH MANAGERS MUST AVOID

Dan Gregerson, Executive Chairman at Summitas, LLC, talks about how the digital client  
experience revolution transforms how we engage and interact with the people we serve  

NEW MODEL 

CLIENT PLATFORMS 
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TECHNOLOGY TRAPS WEALTH MANAGERS MUST AVOID

 Data integrity should be an active process integral to the  
 system that alerts us if encrypted client information changes.

 Client platform components should authenticate each other  
 before sharing client information.

 
 communication channels. For example, an authentication  
 app on a mobile device generates codes entered with a  
 Login ID and password on a website. 

 Policies, controls, and systems should be in place to detect  

 
 geolocations. In the event of a disaster at the primary  
 location, the secondary site must be up and running within  

 report heavy loads, slowing performance, and other  
 problems before they escalate. 

 Physical and perimeter security should include “need to  

 malicious or negligent insiders exist.

 that improve governance, IT security, and compliance  

 and other threats.

New model client platforms are architected to abstract and 
 

downturns. An analogy from data aggregators is apt; they built 
-
 

complete picture of assets managed by many custodians. 

Today, all portfolio management and reporting systems use data 
aggregation as a primary connection layer at the lower bound 
of their systems. Some companies still build custom solutions 
to gather information from alternative investments and held-
away accounts, but most use what others have built and tested. 
Data aggregation is a complex, maintenance-intensive problem 

data from numerous sources and maintaining conformity with  

-
tors, new client platforms add an abstraction layer to simplify  
collecting information from different systems and human sources.

 

 
Client platforms should enforce loosely coupled connections 

end-client portals to access their core products should avoid 
-

-
-

for technology buyers to swap out components when superior 
alternatives arrive. Strategically, vendors and technology buy-
ers are better able to focus on core competencies leading to a  
livelier ecosystem. Specialists produce superior results in disci-
plines ranging from cardiology to astrophysics. Technology is 
no different.

 

New model capabilities include:

 Support for secure virtual private conferencing to instantly  
 address client matters and increase engagement

 them of events, new capabilities, and thought leadership  
 that highlight the organization’s value, accomplishments,  
 and vision

 Reducing costs by automating the delivery of onboarding  
 documents, statements, reports, contracts, legal and tax  

 other systems

 documents, photos, videos, contacts, calendars, and  

The digital client experience revolution transforms how we en-
gage and interact with the people we serve while improving  

About Summitas Platform® 

Summitas Platform®

accessed through Web browsers and mobile applications. Our 
customers use Summitas to simplify operations, increase com-
munication, and provide a safe way to organize, protect, and 

provides measurable value to a growing community of family 

www.summitas.com


